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Quantification of Perceived
Environmental Friendliness for
Vehicle Silhouette Design
Quantification of subjective attributes expressed as functions of design variables is a
significant challenge in creating product design optimization models. For example, the
objective assessment of a vehicle’s environmental friendliness is typically based on fuel
economy and emissions. But some design variables such as a vehicle’s silhouette (two-
dimensional body shape) may create a subjective perception of environmental friendli-
ness, which may impact consumer preference along with objective metrics. In this paper,
we show a method for assessing subjective attributes in the context of design attributes.
We focus on perceived environmental friendliness (PEF) and we develop a model of PEF
as a function of vehicle silhouette shape variables. The modeling process consists of
stimuli development using design of experiments, survey design including direct assess-
ment of the key subjective attribute PEF, elicitation of consumer preference, measurement
of purported subjective mechanisms (for the PEF case, whether the design is “inspired by
nature”), measurement of respondent characteristics (for the PEF case, environmental
attitudes and demographics), statistical analysis of data, and validation. Results for the
PEF example indicate that silhouettes perceived as environmentally friendly are the most
preferred. Design variables that correlated with PEF were identified and used to generate
new designs, which were validated in a follow-up study. Implications of using the general
methodology in engineering design are discussed. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4002290�
Introduction
Imagine you are a designer at an auto company making a fuel

fficient car. You also want it to look the part so that the vehicle
ppears “green” in a visually appealing way. Do you begin by
orrowing design ideas from existing vehicles on the market such
s the Toyota Prius or do you start with new ideas? Unlike luxury
nd sportiness, the concept of green does not yet have a well
stablished list of visual cues that designers can use in the design
rocess. This may pose a challenge for some designers because
hey often review the history of a product to gain inspiration for
ew designs; they sometimes rely on intuition and experience �1�.
n added challenge is that designers and consumer perceptions of
roducts may differ �2,3�. In this paper, we demonstrate a method
or identifying the visual cues that are linked to consumers’ sub-
ective preferences and evaluations. Identifying these visual cues
ould provide a starting place for designers during the initial
tages of design. We develop this method by quantifying a sub-
ective attribute we refer to as perceived environmental friendli-
ess �PEF� and examine how this subjective attribute is influenced
y the vehicle’s silhouette.

Attributes have long been used in design optimization of prod-
cts and systems. The ability to quantify the value of engineering
ttributes, such as weight or stress, as functions of design vari-
bles allows their inclusion in a mathematical design optimization
odel. A similar ability to quantify subjective design attributes

pecifically those based on people’s perception, henceforth, called
erceptual attributes, is not readily available. Perceptual attributes
re design properties that can influence people’s judgments about
bjective qualities such as safety and weight. People sometimes
ake judgments on objective attributes with little or no quantita-

ive information. For example, a vehicle can be perceived as safe
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without knowing safety metrics such as crash test ratings or the
number of airbags or an object can be perceived as heavy without
knowing its actual weight. These perceptions may influence a con-
sumer’s purchase decisions, evaluations of the product, or their
satisfaction with the product.

1.1 Motivation for Case Study. The automotive industry,
consumers, and governments have become increasingly concerned
about environmental issues in the production and use of automo-
biles. There is increased interest not only in making more ecof-
riendly vehicles but also in making them visually appealing in a
green way �4�. Depending on market conditions and government
regulations, fuel economy may not be the only motivator for the
purchase of hybrid or electric vehicles. In addition, increasing gas
price is not sufficient to make fuel efficient cars more attractive to
consumers �5�. There may be additional factors that motivate
people to purchase ecofriendly vehicles.

When the first hybrids appeared in the market, automotive com-
panies faced various marketing strategies. For example, they
could make the hybrid indistinguishable from a more traditional
vehicle �except maybe for an identifying “badge”�, or they could
give the hybrid a distinctly different silhouette �two-dimensional
body shape� �6�. Companies followed either strategy and some
followed both. A semiotic study of early adopters of hybrid ve-
hicles observed that early adopters purchased hybrid vehicles for
reasons beyond fuel economy including ethics, concern for others,
personal or national independence, and individuality; early adopt-
ers did not appear to perform “rational” analyses such as compute
the break-even time or compute annual fuel savings �7�. Rather,
purchase decisions appeared to be driven by subjective prefer-
ences. Some early adopters specifically identified the distinct styl-
ing of a hybrid vehicle being a primary rationale for their choice
and enjoyed the attention that driving a unique-looking car at-
tracted. The study did not identify the specific design factors �i.e.,
visual cues� that influenced these consumers.

The remainder of this paper outlines our approach. Section 2

provides background on the relevant literature, Secs. 3 and 4 dis-
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uss the methodology and results of the present study, Sec. 5
escribes a follow-up validation study, and Sec. 6 offers conclu-
ions.

Previous Work
The inclusion of subjective criteria is an important part of the

esign process. Methods from marketing and psychology provide
odels for assessing subjective attributes that engineers can adopt

nd integrate into the design process. This section reviews meth-
ds for quantifying subjective attributes and suggests where new
ethods are needed.

2.1 Marketing Models. Engineering design researchers have
sed demand, choice, and preference models such as the general
lass of utility models to represent user choice. Utility models are
athematical relations that express consumer choice among op-

ions �8�. There is an analogous literature in psychology and mar-
eting that has developed quantitative models for measuring atti-
udes, subjective dimensions, and perceptual attributes. Such

odels include factor analysis, multidimensional scaling, and
arious clustering models. These models have been shown to be
ood predictors of demand and choice and so are relevant to
ecision-making models in engineering design.

Some popular methods used in engineering design are discrete-
hoice analysis and conjoint analysis. Discrete choice analysis is a
tatistical technique based on probabilistic models of choice �9�.
hese methods have been used in a number of applications includ-

ng automotive design. Conjoint analysis studies the value that
onsumer’s place on specific product features �10�. Consumers are
resented with a number of options from which to choose that
ave specific attributes and levels �values� and conjoint analysis
odels the tradeoffs people make between specific attributes thus,

nabling a researcher to make predictions about consumer choice
s a function of attribute levels. Both models capture consumer
reference using a utility model. The number of attributes has to
e kept relatively low �usually no more than six� in order to re-
uce subject fatigue �11�. Other conjoint methods such as adaptive
onjoint analysis �ACA� �10,11� provide a solution for a greater
umber of attributes. However, ACA is challenging to execute in
study using visual stimuli, as used in the present study.

2.2 Affective Design. Affective design deals with emotional
spects of design �see Ref. �12��. Kansei �i.e., “feeling”� engineer-
ng is a classic approach for assessing the emotional qualities of a
roduct through the use of semantic word pairs and multivariate
tatistical analysis �13�. Kansei engineering facilitates the transla-
ion of consumer feelings into product functions and designs �14�.
he technique consists of developing a word list that best de-
cribes the target feeling as a function of variations in specific
roduct features. One can measure Kansei using stimuli that can
e assessed by any of the five senses. A majority of existing re-
earch addresses visual �15,16� and tactile �17� stimuli. Traditional
ansei engineering measures user assessments of product charac-

eristics but is limited because it does not necessarily assess user
hoices and relate the user assessment to choice �18�.

Norman �19� described behavioral, visceral, and reflective lev-
ls of emotional design. These levels are derived from the differ-
nt aspects of human cognition and emotion. The behavioral level
nvolves how one can use an actual design; functionality becomes
n influencing factor. The visceral level involves the senses; pref-
rences are usually assessed from a “gut level” and are automatic.
he reflective level concerns the meaning consumers derive from
sing the product and how the product relates to the consumer
e.g., the sense of status or prestige�. These three levels of emo-
ional design help to organize research efforts by the engineering
esign community, as shown in the following subsections.

2.3 Quantifying Preferences. There are three main catego-
ies one can use to classify engineering research methods in as-

essing subjective preferences, namely, preference as a function of
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product attributes, preference as a function of aesthetic judgments,
and visceral judgments without consideration of preference.

2.3.1 Quantifying Preference as a Function of Product
Attributes. In these studies, product attributes along with price are
presented as independent design variables. The results are often
used in marketing demand models incorporated into larger opti-
mization studies. MacDonald et al. �20� quantified consumer pref-
erence for environmentally friendly paper towels at given prices.
Other researchers have demonstrated the integration of engineer-
ing optimization and marketing demand models �21–23�. This re-
search is analogous to the behavioral aspect of a design as de-
scribed by Norman, in that the methods seek to quantify the
“decision utility” a user has for a particular design �i.e., will they
choose this design at the given price�. A limitation is that these
models are not generally concerned with other aspects of the
choice such as visual appeal.

2.3.2 Quantifying Preference as a Function of Aesthetics. This
research relates to Norman’s reflective or visceral level. The
stimuli in such studies are often visual and the results are used to
optimize the subjective preference or to generate new designs. An
example is a study conducted to identify shape preferences for
bottles used to examine trade-offs between form appeal and func-
tion �bottle volume� �24�. Conjoint analysis was used to assess
shape preferences, with the shapes manipulated using control
points of spline functions. In a follow-up study, interactive genetic
algorithms �IGAs� were used to elicit bottle shape preferences
�25�. In automotive applications, Swamy et al. �26� quantified
consumer preference for vehicle headlight forms using conjoint
analysis. Osborn et al. �27� presented a method for quantifying the
preference for aesthetic form of sports utility vehicles and then
used the utility models in an optimization framework �28�. These
studies assess general user preference without consideration for
price trade-offs and do not examine specific emotive qualities of a
product as described in the following section.

2.3.3 Quantifying Visceral Judgments Without Preference.
Here, the subjective assessment examines a specific subjective
attribute, e.g., sportiness, massiveness, friendliness, or youthful-
ness. The attribute deals primarily with a visceral aspect but could
also be reflective depending on the emotive quality being as-
sessed. Visceral judgments were quantified in a robust design
study that assessed the “feeling quality” of vehicle profiles �29�.
This study is similar to Kansei where only the emotive qualities of
a product are assessed. A limitation of these methods is that pref-
erence measures are not assessed. The automotive examples pre-
sented here demonstrate how subjective attributes can be quanti-
fied using choice models and methods to assess the emotional
aspects of designs. The next subsection discusses attempts to as-
sess consumer judgments on green products.

2.4 Consumer Judgments on Green Products. Published
studies that quantify how products convey environmental friend-
liness are rare. A study conducted by Ewing and Sarigöllü �5� used
discrete-choice analysis to assess consumer preferences for fuel
efficient vehicles. The study asked participants about their prefer-
ences for hypothetical vehicles described using words. Research
conducted by MacDonald et al. �30� assessed the effects of envi-
ronmentally friendly product features and how people make deci-
sions about these products. The study examined how subjects con-
structed preferences about environmentally friendly paper towels.
This study was also based primarily on verbal descriptions of the
stimuli and did not examine how these preferences would change
if consumers had to make a decision that included sensory input.

2.5 Summary. Previous research demonstrated the following
ways to quantify subjective attributes: demand models of stated
consumer preference, aesthetic preference models using utility
functions, and quantification of emotional appraisals or “feeling”

sense that products convey. In the following sections, we present a
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ethod that spans all three types of quantification. We assess the
ttribute of perceived environmental friendliness �PEF�, stated
references, and additional ratings for vehicle silhouettes. The ap-
roach considers consumer choices and a model is developed to
haracterize judgments of PEF as a function of the silhouette de-
ign features.

Method
We investigate the effect that variation in design variables has

n subjective attributes by focusing on the effect variation of ve-
icle silhouette shape has on PEF of a vehicle. We also seek to
orrelate measures of PEF with measures of environmental atti-
udes and judgments of vehicle familiarity. Figure 1 shows the
verall flow of the method. The general method consists of several
teps. First, we establish the visual stimuli that participants will
valuate. Next, we construct and execute a survey. The collected
ata are then analyzed using a combination of descriptive and
nferential statistics that facilitate the generation of new designs
ased on the survey data. Validated designs are then parameter-
zed and integrated into a design optimization model that includes
ypical engineering attributes. This latter step is not discussed here
nd will be reported in a subsequent publication.

3.1 Stimuli Creation. In the present work, the stimuli chosen
re 2D representations of vehicle silhouettes. Two-dimensional
epresentations of vehicles �26,27,29,31� have been used success-
ully and provide a solid demonstration case study for the pro-
osed method. Three-dimensional stimuli can be used in this
ethod if the number of variables is kept to a minimum.
We aim to produce original designs of vehicle silhouettes not

imited to existing vehicles. A number of methods for creating
utomotive shapes have been proposed. Kokai et al. �32� de-
cribed developing 3D renderings from conceptual designs based
n deformation gradients. Shape grammars have been used to cre-
te a variety of automotive shapes and brand identities �33–35�. In
hese studies, existing vehicles were used as the basis for devel-
pment of method to create new vehicles. The stimuli used here
re created with minimal extraneous detail in order to have greater
ontrol over the factors that may influence judgments. Using sim-
lified representations such as silhouettes, as opposed to more
etailed three-dimensional renderings, makes the initial identifica-
ion of important variables easier and it is consistent with how
ome designers work in practice at the conceptual design stage.

The stimuli include visual information about the wheels and the
ront windshield to orient the direction of the vehicle. Figure 2
hows a vehicle silhouette parameterized using spline functions.

Fig. 1 Flow diagram des
he numbered points are varied along the x and y directions cre-

ournal of Mechanical Design
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ating 14 design factors in the design of experiments �DOE� sense.
A 15th factor operates on the entire silhouette by controlling the
smoothness of the splines. A Taguchi design is used to keep the
number of vehicles small and to avoid taxing the subjects by
presenting too many stimuli. The Taguchi design with 15 factors
�215 possible designs� produced 16 silhouettes, which allowed us
to explore a broad range of variations with a relatively low num-
ber of stimuli. A 17th vehicle, not part of the DOE, was included
in the set presented to participants as a “plant” �see Fig. 3 for the
complete set�. This 17th vehicle was a close representation of a
2007 Toyota Prius vehicle, which has a hybrid powertrain, based
on manipulation of the same control points used in the DOE. This
so-called plant is introduced to test whether subjects would
choose and rate highly a silhouette that resembles the most com-
monly purchased green vehicle in the current market.

3.1.1 Algorithm Used to Create Stimuli. The algorithm
�implemented in MATLAB� outputs silhouettes by connecting piece-
wise polynomials as a function of the control points. Figure 2
shows seven control points. Between each control point is a curve
generated by three points, namely, starting �A�, ending �C�, and
middle �B�. In Fig. 2, the points highlighted are described as A
and C points for each curve; B is not visible on the curves. Some
points that are A points for one curve can be C points for another
curve. For example, point 2 is the A point for the curve between
points 2 and 3 but point 2 is the C point for the curve between
points 1 and 2. Each curve is a polynomial with two pieces con-
nected, which are AB and BC. The curvature is adjusted by mov-
ing the middle point B from its original position �on the line AC�
along some predefined direction with some step size.

3.1.2 Participants. The study used 195 participants �98 fe-
males, 96 males, with one who did not identify gender� ranging in

bing the general method

Fig. 2 Sample silhouette „not from DOE…. Points 1–7 were var-

ied; all other points were held fixed.
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ge from 18 years to older than 70 years. Subjects under age 18
ere not allowed to participate in this study. Although the survey
as web-based, there were 93 subjects who completed the study

n person with the experimenter present and another 102 who
articipated online without the experimenter present. Table 1 sum-
arizes the demographic information.
The in-person subjects were recruited using newsletters, email,

fundraiser, and sitting with a laptop in public places with a sign
aying, “Participate in a survey on vehicle design, $5.00 gift card
or your time.” The public places included coffee houses and pub-
ic libraries. Permission to solicit subjects at each of these estab-
ishments was granted. For the online survey, Luth Research �36�

anaged and conducted the study using subjects from their net-
ork. Respondents were informed of the inclusion criteria and

eceived a standard compensation rate of $2.00 for surveys ap-
roximately 20 min long.

3.2 Survey Instrument. A survey was designed and admin-
stered using the SAWTOOTH

© software �10�. The software facili-
ates developing and launching web-based surveys as well as sur-
eys that can be conducted on a computer without an Internet
onnection.

Inspired by previous work �37� and discussions with industry
ollaborators, two hypotheses were tested with this survey instru-
ent.

1. Participants will assign higher PEF ratings to vehicle de-
signs that have less abrupt line changes than those that have
discontinuities or have a boxy shape.

2. Participants will assign higher PEF ratings to vehicle de-

Fig. 3 Set of 16 vehicles generated using
Toyota Prius plant

Table 1 Demographic information of the 195 respondents

Gender Age groups

F M N/A 18–30 31–50 51–70 70

50% 49% 1% 32% 32% 29% 7%
01010-4 / Vol. 132, OCTOBER 2010
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signs perceived as being more inspired by nature than to
vehicles perceived as being less inspired by nature �IBN�.

Vehicles that have less abrupt line changes include vehicles 1,
2, 9, 10, 13, 14, and 15. Those that have more discontinuities or a
boxy shape include vehicles 3–8, 11, 12, and 16.

The independent variables were the 15 factors that vary the
shapes of the silhouettes. The dependent measures in the survey
included self-report measures on PEF, the likelihood that the sil-
houettes were inspired by nature, the degree of familiarity
�FAMT� of each of the silhouettes, the personal preference
�PREF�, and the environmental attitudes of participants based on a
set of 30 questions developed by Thompson and Barton �38�. Spe-
cifically, these 30 questions assessed how much individuals val-
ued nature for its own sake �ecocentricity�, how much people
valued nature because of material or physical benefits it could
provide for humans �anthropocentricity�, and general apathy to-
ward the environment.

These dependent variables were ratings on a 7 points Likert
scale except for the preference measure, which was based on se-
lecting the top two favorites. The IBN variable was also measured
using a sorting task where the online subjects selected the vehicles
they thought were likely inspired by nature. The in-person partici-
pants were given a stack of 17 cards to sort into two categories,
namely, likely inspired by nature and not likely inspired by nature.
Each card displayed one of the vehicles. The variables IBN,
FAMT, and PREF were used as covariates to examine individual
difference effects in the PEF comparisons and nature judgments.
These variables were selected based on feedback from pilot stud-
ies and from informal discussions with colleagues in the automo-
tive design community. The measures on environmental attitudes
were used to examine their correlations with participants’ PEF
judgments. Such correlations, if they exist, would imply that en-
vironmental attitudes may contribute to choices.

The survey was designed using five parts. The first part of the
survey consisted of questions about PEF and PREF. The second
part assessed FAMT. The third part consisted of questions that

Taguchi DOE; the 17th vehicle is the 2007
the
assessed the environmental attitudes of the participants. The
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ourth part examined IBN, and the fifth part was the sorting task
or the in-person participants or an extra set of questions for the
nline participants. A sample of the question format for a rating
ask is shown in Fig. 4. For the rating tasks, each of the 17 ve-
icles was shown one at a time in randomized order. For the
reference task, a total of six trials of six vehicles were presented
o participants in randomized order. Each vehicle was shown
wice and two vehicles were shown three times to balance the
hoice sets. Table 2 gives examples of how each of the questions
as worded. Participants were also provided with a list of as-

umptions that applied to all vehicle designs in the study.
For all the vehicles shown, assume that all:

• have excellent fuel economy
• have clean emissions
• have an equal number of doors
• carry the same number of passengers
• are equally priced
• belong to the same vehicle class �i.e., are cross-over

vehicles�

For the PEF portion of the survey, a working definition for
nvironmental friendliness was also provided.

Environmental friendliness is a term used to describe products,
deas, or concepts that have minimal to no impact on the environ-

Based on the visual content, please rate how well this vehicle conveys
environmental friendliness.

Does not
convey

environmental
friendliness at all

Definitely
conveys

environmental
friendliness2 3 Neutral 5 6

Click here for environmental friendly definition.
Click here for a reminder of the assumptions being made about the vehicles.

ig. 4 Example of rating task survey question. Shown here is
question from the PEF rating task.

Table 2 Question wording w

Dependent
measure Wording of questions

PEF
�rating�

Based on the visual content, please r
friendliness.

PREF
�choice�

Please select 2 vehicles you like the

FAMT
�rating�

Please rate how much this design sha
daily life.

IBN
�rating�

Using the scale below, please rate ho
by shapes found in nature.

IBN
�sorting�

Online subjects �select from screen�:
LIKELY to be inspired by nature �Ju
In-person subjects stated orally �using
cards showing the vehicles that you j
please sort the cards into two stacks
is “not likely inspired by nature.”
ournal of Mechanical Design
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ment (i.e., air, water, land, and natural resources). Examples of
negative impacts on the environment include water pollution, the
removal of resources from nature that once removed cannot be
replaced and the release of air pollutants that reduces the ozone
layer, which protects us from the harmful rays emitted from the
sun.

These assumptions were provided to help participants focus on
the silhouettes as presented and ignore other variables such as
price. We wanted to focus the participants’ decisions on the sil-
houettes and not other variables that they may assume correlate
with the silhouette �such as one vehicle having cleaner emission
than another�. The definition of environmental friendliness was
given to standardize the meaning of environmentally friendliness
across participants. There is no guarantee that participants ac-
knowledged the information, agreed with the definition, or used it
to help make their decisions.

3.2.1 Data Analysis. The data from the online and in-person
administrations were combined because there was little difference
between the two administrations. Descriptive and inferential sta-
tistics were used to analyze the data. The means and standard
deviations of all the rating questions were computed. Participants
were presented with the option of choosing the two vehicles they
liked the best. These preference data were analyzed by computing
the mean number of votes each participant gave to each vehicle.
Two-sample t-tests were used to test the differences in ratings
between control point values that were high and low. These analy-
ses were done for each of the dependent variables to determine
which factor levels were significant in the judgments. In addition,
analysis of variance �ANOVA� tested main effects and interactions
between pairs of x and y control points. Reliable higher order
interactions were not possible given the simplified nature of the
Taguchi design.

4 Results
Descriptive statistics assessed which vehicles received the high-

est ratings on PEF and how much participants rated the shapes as
IBN. Vehicle 14 �M =5.12, SD=1.38�, vehicle 2 �M =4.56, SD
=1.45�, and vehicle 17 �M =4.61, SD=1.42� were perceived as
the most environmentally friendly. Figure 5 shows the scatterplot
between IBN and PEF.

Preference was assessed by computing the mean number of
times each vehicle selected as one of the top two favorites. Ve-
hicles 14 and 17 were the most preferred vehicles with M =0.72,

in the main survey sections

how well this vehicle conveys environmental

.

looks like a vehicle you may encounter in your

uch you think the vehicle shape below was inspired

ase select all the vehicle shapes you think were
y your best. There are no wrong or right answers.�
stack of 17 cards�: In front of you are a stack of
saw. Similar to the last section of the survey,
re one is “likely inspired by nature” and the other
ith

ate

best

pe

w m

Ple
st tr

a
ust
whe
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D=0.39 and M =0.76, and SD=0.35, respectively. Figure 6
hows a scatterplot of PREF �% mean choice �0–1�� versus PEF
mean ratings on a scale of 1–7�.

The benefit of using silhouettes that systematically vary on ex-
erimental factors is that one can identify the specific factors that
nfluenced these judgments. Individual factors were tested using
wo-sample t-tests to identify the specific level �high or low� of
he factors that significantly influenced these judgments. The bi-
ary value of each factor, called the “high” and “low” conditions,
as used as the grouping for the t-test. For example, vehicles 1–8
ave a low value for the x coordinate of point 4 �P4x� and ve-
icles 9–16 have a high P4x value.
The results indicate that P4x and P5x had a significant effect on

EF and IBN judgments. Moving point 4 in the x-direction affects
he angle of the front windshield and moving point 5 in the
-direction affects the angle of the back end. The t-test identified
hat when P4x and P5x are high and low respectively, the vehicles
re seen as being more inspired by nature and environmentally
riendly. A high P4x and a low P5x make the vehicle appear more
urved and smooth and less boxy.

Factor 15 controls the smoothness of the entire vehicle but did
ot lead to significant differences in ratings. The values selected
or Factor 15 do not produce sufficient variation that can be de-
ected visually. This can be seen by comparing the eight silhou-
ttes with low values on F15 �i.e., vehicles 1, 4, 6, 7, 10, 11, 13,
6� to the eight with high values on F15 �vehicles 2, 3, 5, 8, 9, 12,
4, 15� as seen in Fig. 3. In addition, the combination of the other
4 factors influences the curved and boxy perceptions of the sil-
ouette as seen in the combination of P4x and P5x in the percep-
ions of PEF and IBN.

Factors associated as pairs in x−y coordinates were analyzed
ogether in a two-way ANOVA, which assesses both main effects
nd interactions between factors. Higher order interactions were
ot possible in the present Taguchi design. Factor 15 was ex-
luded from the ANOVA because it was not a member of an x
y pair. When examining the factors that influenced judgments on
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ig. 5 Scatterplot showing the correlation between votes on
ilhouettes inspired by shapes in nature „IBN… and perceived
nvironmental friendliness „mean ratings on both variables….
llipses represent +/−1 standard error around the mean, with

he orientation reflecting the correlation between the two vari-
bles for that vehicle. Thus, the plot shows both intravehicle
orrelations as well as the correlation across vehicle means.
EF, the two-way ANOVA yielded a significant main effect on
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P4x and an interaction between P4x and P4y. There were also
main effects on P5x and P5y. None of the other ANOVA results
on PEF reached statistical significance. Similarly, several factors
influenced the IBN rating and sorting judgments. Points 2 and 4–7
had significant effects, either on an individual factor or the inter-
action between factors. The finding that IBN responded to more
control points than PEF suggests that IBN is influenced by more
features than PEF �although the factors that influence PEF form a
subset of those that influence IBN�. Table 3 shows a complete
summary of the ANOVA results for PEF and IBN.

The results indicate that changes in the appearance of the wind-
shield �variations of point 4�, the height and shape of the back end
�variations of point 5, 6 and 7�, and the height and shape of the
front end �point 2� influence the IBN judgments. When these
points combine to produce silhouettes that have smooth and con-
tinuous transitions between lines, the silhouettes are rated as being
more inspired by nature.

The PEF and preference means are highly correlated, r�15�
=0.85, p�0.01 �see Fig. 6�. Because the control points that influ-
ence PEF are a subset of those that influence IBN, it is expected
that there will be an overlap in vehicles judged as being more
environmentally friendly as well as inspired by nature, which is
consistent with our second hypothesis. There is a very high cor-
relation between PEF and IBN �sorting�, r�15�=0.98, p�0.01
�Fig. 5� and between PEF and IBN �rating�, r�15�=0.95, p
�0.01.

Measures of familiarity did not correlate well with measures of
preference. This suggests that what subjects preferred was unre-
lated to what they rated as familiar.

4.1 Influence of Environmental Attitudes on PEF. Mea-
sures of PEF were analyzed using the ecocentricity data as a sub-
set. Of the 30 questions, 12 questions were used to assess ecocen-
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Fig. 6 Scatterplot showing the correlation between judgments
on preference „% mean choice… and perceived environmental
friendliness „mean ratings…. Number labels were removed from
three overlapping points between 3 and 4 on the PEF scale.
From top to bottom, the vehicles that correspond to those
points are vehicles 8, 12, and 11. Triangular points indicate ve-
hicles shown three times „i.e., vehicles 7 and 13… in the prefer-
ence task; circles indicate all other vehicles which were shown
twice. The preference data were normalized to account for
these variations.
tricity on a 7 points Likert scale based on Thompson and Barton
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38�. The average scores ranged in value from 3.25 to 7, with a
edian of 5.7. Participants with scores greater than 5.7 were

laced in the high ecocentricity group �N=93� and those below
.7 were in the low ecocentricity group �N=94�. There were eight

Table 3 ANOVA summary of main effects and
IBN „rating…, and IBN „sorting…. Items with p<0
degrees of freedom for all F tests were 1 and

Factor No.
on Table 1

Point
on Fig. 2 PEF

P1x 1 F=0.14, p=0.717
P1y 1 F=0.12, p=0.736
P1x : P1y 1 F=0.24, p=0.635

P2x 2 F=0.02, p=0.903
P2y 2 F=0.90, p=0.361
P2x : P2y 2 F=4.21, p=0.061

P3x 3 F=0.04, p=0.839
P3y 3 F=2.18, p=0.163
P3x : P3y 3 F=0.08, p=0.780

P4x 4 F=8 .38 , p=0 .013
P4y 4 F=0.41, p=0.535
P4x : P4y 4 F=8 .17 , p=0 .013

P5x 5 F=5 .83 , p=0 .031
P5y 5 F=5 .86 , p=0 .031
P5x : P5y 4 F=0.44, p=0.518

P6x 6 F=0.01, p=0.937
P6y 6 F=0.53, p=0.478
P6x : P6y 6 F=4.09, p=0.064

P7x 7 F=0.40, p=0.538
P7y 7 F=0.08, p=0.788
P7x : P7y 7 F=4.07, p=0.065
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Fig. 7 Scatterplots comparing preference

low ecocentricity groups
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participants who scored at the median; their data were exluded
from this particular test. There was no difference in the PEF rat-
ings for participants with high and low ecocentricity scores
t�32�=1.09, p=0.28.

o-way interaction effect for measures of PEF,
are significant and are highlighted „bold…. The

IBN �rating� IBN�sorting�

F=0.08, p=0.786 F=0.01, p=0.920
F=0.20, p=0.661 F=0.37, p=0.556
F=0.02, p=0.877 F=0.17, p=0.688

F=0.16, p=0.694 F=0.00, p=0.993
F=2.06, p=0.174 F=1.86, p=0.196
F=6 .95 , p=0 .020 F=4 .92 , p=0 .045

F=0.00, p=0.947 F=0.01, p=0.916
F=0.92, p=0.355 F=1.49, p=0.245
F=0.27, p=0.614 F=0.26, p=0.616

F=4.19, p=0.061 F=6 .82 , p=0 .022
F=0.01, p=0.905 F=0.38, p=0.547
F=8 .95 , p=0 .010 F=8 .57 , p=0 .012

F=8 .94 , p=0 .010 F=5 .81 , p=0 .032
F=6 .52 , p=0 .024 F=4.25, p=0.060
F=0.05, p=0.821 F=0.29, p=0.599

F=0.45, p=0.512 F=0.05, p=0.827
F=1.22, p=0.290 F=0.49, p=0.497
F=6 .70 , p=0 .022 F=4.48, p=0.054

F=0.69, p=0.422 F=0.94, p=0.349
F=0.43, p=0.523 F=0.30, p=0.594
F=6 .45 , p=0 .025 F=4 .72 , p=0 .049
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Figure 7 shows some variability between the low and high eco-
entric groups, although the trend in the data is the same. The
imilar data pattern suggests that social desirability bias cannot
ccount for the PEF findings because participants who self-report
ifferent levels of environmental attitudes would, if social desir-
bility was driving the survey responses, also differ in their PEF
atings.

Data-Driven Design Generation
The results provide insight on how the manipulation of specific

ontrol points influences PEF and IBN judgments. This informa-
ion can be used to create new silhouettes predicted to have higher
EF or IBN ratings than those in the original set. In this sense, the
esign of the present survey extends traditional survey methods
hat evaluate designs presented in the survey. Indeed, the goal in
he present research was to use survey results to generate new
andidate designs. A set of new designs was generated based on
he user-driven data for both IBN and PEF vehicles. These designs
ssentially represent “interpolation” within the set. Extrapolations
re possible but would need to be validated with a follow-up
tudy. We used data from the 16 vehicles in the Taguchi design to
ake inferences about new vehicles in the 215 design space.
To create higher IBN vehicles, the factor levels with the highest
eans based on the two-sample t-test and ANOVA were used to

escribe each of the factors. Table 4 provides results from the
wo-sample t-test and shows the corresponding binary code that

able 4 Results of two-sample t-test for the IBN measure
sorting…. Low and high columns indicate mean rating when
actors are low and high, respectively.

Factors Low High p-values Binary code

P1x 39.04 40.19 0.91 2
P1y 36.22 43.01 0.52 2
P2x 37.95 41.28 0.75 2
P2y 45.96 33.27 0.22 1
P3x 41.92 37.31 0.66 1
P3y 34.62 44.62 0.34 2
P4x 30.96 48.27 0.08 2
P4y 43.21 36.03 0.50 1
P5x 49.94 29.29 0.03 1
P5y 46.99 32.24 0.15 1
P6x 38.53 40.71 0.84 2
P6y 41.41 37.82 0.73 1
P7x 44.23 35.00 0.38 1
P7y 40.58 38.65 0.86 1
Cur 35.38 43.85 0.42 2

Table 5 Table of binary code u

P1x P1y P2x P2y P3x P3y P4x

IBN1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2
IBN2 2 2 2 1 1 2 2
IBN3 2 2 2 1 1 2 2
IBN4 2 2 2 1 1 2 2
BN5a 2 2 2 1 1 2 1
BN5b 2 2 2 1 1 2 2
BN5c 2 2 2 1 1 2 1
BN6a 2 2 1 1 1 2 2
BN6b 2 2 2 2 1 2 2
BN6c 2 2 1 2 1 2 2
BN7a 2 2 2 1 1 2 2
BN7b 2 2 2 1 1 2 2
BN7c 2 2 2 1 1 2 2
BN8a 2 2 2 1 1 2 2
BN8b 2 2 2 1 1 2 2
BN8c 2 2 2 1 1 2 2
01010-8 / Vol. 132, OCTOBER 2010
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was generated based on the survey data. In the binary code col-
umn, a value of 1 is recorded when the mean rating in the low
column was higher than that of the high column and a value of 2
is recorded when the mean rating in the high column was higher
than that of the low column. This binary code is converted into
specific values that correspond to each control point in the design
generating algorithm. For example, the two possible values for
P1x are �1.75 and �1.65, which corresponds to low and high,
respectively. These values are passed to the MATLAB algorithm that
generates new designs.

The factors represent x and y coordinates of a point, and so both
factors are varied even if one factor in the pair is not statistically
significant. Table 5 provides a sample of the possible ways to
manipulate the most statistically significant factors. The binary
code on the last column of Table 4 provides the baseline from
which new designs are generated. In Table 5, these values are
stored in the first row labeled IBN1, which generates “IBN1” in
Fig. 8.

The bold numbers in Table 5 represent the factors varied to
create new designs. These factors were selected because they had
at least one measure that was significant at the 0.05 Type I error
rate based on the two-sample t-tests and ANOVA results. There
are many possible combinations of factor levels that could lead to
new designs but only 15 are shown.

Each of the binary code strings was used in the algorithm to
generate the corresponding silhouette. Designs with a back end

to generate new IBN designs

P4y P5x P5y P6x P6y P7x P7y Cur

1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2
1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2
1 1 2 2 1 1 1 2
1 2 2 2 1 1 1 2
1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2
2 1 1 2 1 1 1 2
2 1 1 2 1 1 1 2
1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2
1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2
1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
1 1 1 2 2 1 1 2
1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2
1 1 1 2 1 2 1 2
1 1 1 2 1 1 2 2
1 1 1 2 1 2 2 2

Fig. 8 Examples of vehicle silhouettes developed from the
survey data. See Tables 5 and 6 for binary code used to create
these vehicles.
sed
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hat looked too boxy or with abrupt changes in lines were ex-
luded because the data showed that such vehicles were rated as
ess inspired by nature and not perceived as environmentally
riendly, as discussed earlier. In general, the procedure produces
any possible new designs but some can be eliminated because

hey lead to patterns known not to fit the criteria derived from the
urvey data �e.g., too boxy�.

To create designs with higher PEF, the binary code of vehicle
4 was used as a reference and factors P4x, P4y, P5x, and P5y
ere varied based on the results of the inferential statistics. Be-

ause PEF involved only 4 control points, 18 possible combina-
ions were generated. Varying these control points create silhou-
ttes that are sufficiently different from the previous set. Table 6
hows 18 possible variations that can be achieved from the data.
imilar to the ideal IBN vehicles, those that deviated from the
urvey results �i.e., boxy back end� were not considered.

In Tables 5 and 6, the first few rows represent factors selected
sing the two-sample t-tests �i.e., IBN1–IBN4 and PEF1–PEF3�.
he other rows are based on results from the ANOVA that identify
ther factors that were statistically significant. For example,
BN5a–IBN5c represent a fifth category of vehicle that is varied
ased on P4x and P4y only.

5.1 Validation Study. A validation study was conducted us-
ng three of the five samples shown in Fig. 8 to verify that these
ew vehicles are rated by subjects as higher in PEF and IBN than
he silhouettes in the original set. The three vehicles that had the
east apparent sharp corners or boxy appearance were selected.
hese vehicles were added to the original set of 17 and the survey
as re-administered to a new group of participants. Vehicle
EF4a was used as vehicle 18, IBN7a as vehicle 19, and PEF4b as
ehicle 20. We predicted that each of these vehicles would show
he highest ratings in their respective scales �e.g., vehicles PEF4a
nd PEF4b would be rated highest on PEF, IBN7a would be rated
s highly inspired by nature�.

Forty-six new survey respondents participated in this validation
tudy. These respondents were recruited from an engineering
ourse and through Facebook. Table 7 lists the demographic in-

Table 6 Table of binary code u

P1x P1y P2x P2y P3x P3y P4x

V14 2 2 2 2 1 2 2
PEF1 2 2 2 2 1 2 1
PEF2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2
PEF3 2 2 2 2 1 2 1
EF4a 2 2 2 2 1 2 1
EF4b 2 2 2 2 1 2 2
EF4c 2 2 2 2 1 2 1
EF5a 2 2 2 2 1 2 2
EF5b 2 2 2 2 1 2 2
EF5c 2 2 2 2 1 2 2
EFc1 2 2 2 2 1 2 1
EFc2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2
EFc3 2 2 2 2 1 2 1
EFc4 2 2 2 2 1 2 1
EFc5 2 2 2 2 1 2 2
EFc6 2 2 2 2 1 2 1
EFc7 2 2 2 2 1 2 2
EFc8 2 2 2 2 1 2 2
EFc9 2 2 2 2 1 2 1

Table 7 Demographic information of the 46 respondents

Gender Age groups

F M N/A 18–30 31–50 51–70 70

24 21 1% 47.8% 43.5% 10.9% 0%
ournal of Mechanical Design
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formation of the respondents.
The same survey design for the first study was used, except for

the inclusion of the three new vehicle designs. Each of the main
sections now had 20 vehicles for subjects to judge, presented in
random order. Figure 9 indicates that the new vehicle 19 is rated
relatively high in PEF as well as in preference. Vehicle 19 has
approximately the same PEF rating and lower PREF score than
vehicle 14, which is one of the original designs.

We predicted that vehicle 19 would be rated the highest in IBN.
Figure 10 shows that vehicle 19 is rated second highest to another
new vehicle, vehicle 20. Again, this can be expected because the
factors that influence judgments about IBN also include factors
that influence PEF.

As before, inferential statistics were used to assess the factors
that influenced the judgments. For PEF, two-sample t-tests identi-
fied that low values for P5x, and P5y have a significant effect on

to generate new PEF designs

P4y P5x P5y P6x P6y P7x P7y Cur

2 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
2 2 1 1 1 1 1 2
2 2 1 1 1 1 1 2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
2 2 1 1 1 1 1 2
2 1 2 1 1 1 1 2
2 2 2 1 1 1 1 2
1 2 1 1 1 1 1 2
1 2 1 1 1 1 1 2
2 2 1 1 1 1 1 2
1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2
1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2
2 1 2 1 1 1 1 2
1 2 2 1 1 1 1 2
1 2 1 1 1 1 1 2
2 2 2 1 1 1 1 2
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Fig. 9 Scatterplot showing the correlation between preference
and PEF „mean ratings on both variables…. Vehicle 19 is rela-
sed
tively higher on PEF than some of the original designs.
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he judgments; ANOVA showed significance on interactions be-
ween P4x and P4y, main effects on P5x and P5y, interactions
etween P2x and P2y, and interactions between P1x and P1y.
For IBN ratings, the two-sample t-test identified significance

hen there were low values for P5x and P5y and high values for
3y and the curvature factor. Similarly, the IBN sorting measure

ndicated significance when P1y, P3y, and P4x were high and
hen P3x, P5x, P5y, and P7x were low. Table 8 summarizes the

esults of the two-sample t-tests for PEF and IBN. For the IBN
ating, ANOVA indicated a main effect on P5x. For the IBN sort-
ng, there were main effects on P3x, P5x, and P7x, and interac-
ions between P1x and P1y.

The PEF and preference measures are highly correlated, r�18�
0.91, p�0.01 �Fig. 9�. Correlations also exist between PEF and

BN �sorting�, r�18�=0.73, p�0.01 �Fig. 10�, and also between
EF and IBN �rating�, r�18�=0.88, p�0.01.

Conclusions
We presented a method for quantifying perception-based at-

ributes and used perceived environmental friendliness of vehicle
ilhouettes as a case study. We showed that perception-based at-
ributes can be systematically quantified and used to develop new
esigns, some of which outperform existing green vehicles in
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ig. 10 Scatterplot showing the correlation between IBN and
EF „mean ratings on both variables…. Vehicles 19 and 20,
hich are new designs, are rated as more IBN and are relatively
igher on PEF than the original designs and the Toyota Prius
vehicle 17….

able 8 Summary of significant „p< .05… factors on the two-
ample t-test for the validation study „n=46…

PEF IBN sort IBN rating

P1y - High -
P3x - Low -
P3y - High High
P4x - High -
P5x Low Low Low
P5y Low Low Low
P7x - Low -
Cur - - High
01010-10 / Vol. 132, OCTOBER 2010
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terms of ratings of inspired by nature and perception of environ-
mental friendliness, as determined in this study. This ability to
capture preference and evaluation beyond the confines of a typical
marketing approach such as conjoint analysis is important for de-
sign studies. The proposed approach explored a set of designs that
were not derived from existing vehicle models as done previously
�32,33�.

Both main effects and interactions were examined to provide
insight about how the factors may be influencing people’s judg-
ments. Previous work considered main effects only and acknowl-
edged the need to examine interactions in studies of this kind
�26,31�. Extensions of the current approach on a binary system
can employ distance metrics �e.g., the Hamming distance �39��,
between silhouettes that can be used to generate, quantify differ-
ences between designs, and choose new designs, as well as be
incorporated into an engineering optimization framework.

The results are consistent with the hypotheses we posed about
vehicle silhouettes. The first hypothesis stated that participants
will assign higher PEF ratings to vehicle designs that have less
abrupt line changes than those that have discontinuities or have a
boxy shape. Self-reports from participants indicate that some re-
spondents based their judgments of environmental friendliness on
silhouettes that looked less boxy and had lines that were smoother.
Although this result may seem obvious, the results quantitatively
support that the top three vehicle silhouettes, vehicle 14, vehicle
2, and vehicle 17, have less abrupt changes in lines �see Sec. 3.2�.
The second hypothesis stated that participants will assign higher
PEF ratings to vehicle designs perceived as being more inspired
by nature than to vehicles perceived as being less inspired by
nature. The results showed there is a strong correlation between
measures of PEF and IBN for both the first study and the valida-
tion study.

The study used a diverse subject pool, which is largely external
to a university setting and not necessarily with engineering back-
grounds. Prior studies typically recruited small samples of stu-
dents from engineering departments �often in the home institution
of the researchers� with samples of up to 30 subjects
�15,26,27,29�. Recruiting participants external to the university
and from a diverse population ensures a good mix of educational
backgrounds, age-groups, and geographic locations, all of which
can influence the measured judgments. The subject pool used in
the study suggests that results are reflective of the diverse set of
individuals and the range of preferences they represent.

The trend displayed in the PREF versus PEF plot suggests that
the vehicles rated relatively high on PEF were also most prefer-
able and the ones that were low on PEF were least preferable. The
finding that familiarity ratings were unrelated to PEF and PREF
judgments suggests that participants were using other criteria than
mere familiarity in making these judgments. Given the role of
familiarity in existing models, this finding is noteworthy. In par-
ticular, Bloch stated that behavioral responses to designs take
place along an approach-avoidance continuum �40�. He discussed
this in the context of a purchasing situation where approach be-
haviors include extended viewing, touching a product, seeking out
information, or making a purchase. Approach behaviors are based
on positive feelings about a product. At the opposite end, avoid-
ance behaviors, based on negative feelings, include distancing
oneself from a product. Crozier �41� stated that people will most
like objects and places that are moderately familiar and will be
more averse to the novel and the overly familiar and so it is also
possible that familiarity had an implicit role in the judgments.
Kelly also found that in his soda bottle shape studies, individuals
gravitated toward a shape that was likely most familiar to them—
the traditional coca-cola bottle shape—although they were pre-
sented with a number of novel designs �25� and the paradigm did
not directly ask for familiarity ratings.

More research is needed to understand the role of familiarity in
preference and judgment. Preference could have also been influ-

enced by social desirability bias �42�, a phenomenon in which
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urvey respondents make choices that are socially acceptable and
o cast themselves in a positive light. Our data pattern cannot be
ompletely explained by social desirability as discussed in the
esults section because of the findings with the environmental at-
itude scale. Future studies could include more refined methods to
dentify, measure, and minimize the influence of social desirability
ias �43�.

A general limitation in this work is that the use of vehicle
ilhouettes limit the visual information that subjects could make
udgments and is not typically used in a true purchase scenario.
owever, automobile silhouettes are useful during the early con-

eptual stage, which is relevant for designers. Later stages of de-
elopment require more visual information, such as 3D body
hapes, which is a form that may be more relevant to consumers.
he current method could be extended by using 3D body shapes
ith important design details about the form instead of 2D silhou-

ttes thus, providing more visual information. The present method
an further be extended by allowing more complicated DOEs that
ermit testing of higher order interactions of the design factors.
he combination of 3D body shapes with the ability to examine
igher order interactions between factors will provide a richer
ramework in which to study visual perception-based attributes,
uch as PEF, and their relation to design features.

A further limitation is that perceptions can change with time
nd this can certainly be true about green perceptions. One exten-
ion of the study would be to embed the survey in a longitudinal
esign and explore how perception and preference change over
ime. In addition, the current study was conducted in the United
tates and the results could differ in other cultural contexts �44�.
uture work would involve repeating this study with participants

n other countries.
This paper provided a method for using standard tools from the

ehavioral sciences in a new way to identify important visual cues
nd using them to generate new designs. These new designs were
ased on collected data and validated with a new group of re-
earch participants. Behavioral science techniques can be, thus,
odified to support design, and design research can motivate new

irections for behavioral science research. These techniques do
ot replace the intuition or work of designers but can provide
aluable insight to guide design engineering.
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